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SUMMARY

SThis paper briefLy aescribes tne d1gitaL Integrated FLight Control System I FcSC

* deseloped for the Jaguar Fly-By-Wire (FBW) demonstrator programme, ioentifying the

specification requirements, resultant architecture, implementation and the incorporated

self test capability. The redundancy management aspects of the IFCS are cescrioeo

together with the techniques for providing the pilot with relevant information to

determine the IFCS redundancy status. Part icular emphasis is given to the software

definiit ion and preparation proceoures, arnd the co.prehensive in.egrit) appraisal Leading

to fLight clearance of tie system.

Following the extensive rig proving of the system, the early phases of flight test were

very successfully carried out using the fixed gain control Laws. During this period a

m )ajor software update was cormenceo to incorporate the scheduled gain control Laws and

to enhance the seLf test capability. TTe software segregation introduced at this stagec

is described, together with the experience obtained in recertifying the system. Flight

testing of the schedulel control [ aws is continuing, and the minor problems encountered

are nent ioned. A further soft.are rev tsic.n to in c;ude the cunt1 01 L aws for the

statIca'ly unstable aircraft is welt advanced, end the benefits oI software segregation

ioentifieo during this revision are described.

The reliability of the aircraft and IFCS have p-oven, to date, to be excellent. Thus

practical in-f Lgrt results of the systems abiLity to absorb and survive fault

conoitians are minimaL. The re-undancy management and integrity experience provided b,

the prograimie has therefore principally peen in the theoretical analysis supported by

controlleo expeimentation on the rig. These exercises have highlighted key areas of the

system and software destgn techniques which enable these aspects to be fully and

economically evaluated. These areas are described, with mention of how these techniques

are being developed to simplify and improve the exercise for future high integrity

o 1igital flight control systems.

1, A.IRCRAFT AND SYSTEMS DESCI IPTION

*1.1. Aircraft

The FBW Jaguar demonstrator aircraft is a modified single seat SEPECAT Jaguar. Internal

modifications were made to accommodate the IFCS computers and extensive instrumentation,

and all of the original mechanical cortlal rods, autoSlabiliser equipment and powered

flight control units were removed. A third Transfurmer Rectd ier Unit (TRU) was added to

cover the additional loading of the fly-by-wire system and instrumentation, arid revised

power distribution was introsuced to meet the power supptl integrity requirements of the

IFCS.

Three independent 28V bus bars, each battery bdcked, are supplied by the three TRU, and

each computer of the IFCS consolidates power from two of these bus bars as shown in

Figure 1.

The two engine driven hydraulic pumps were replaced by units with greater capacity, and

the emergency eLectrohydraulic pump was replaced by two pumps of greater capacity each

driven by one of the independent, battery backed, 28V bus bars. These provide two

independent hydraul ;c systems, each with an erergency supply primarily to power the

flying control actuators, the syste m including provision for priority valves if found

necessary. The standard power transfer unit, allowing transfer of power but not fluid

between systems, is retained.

Sx Externally the aircraft is little changed, though Later in the trials programme leading

edge strakes will be fitted along the air intake boxes. Provision is made for f ixeo

ballast to be carried in the rear fuselage, and this together with fuel management

procedures enable the centre of g-avity to be moved aft to give a manoeuvre point of

-3%T to -5%T. The leading edge strakes will move the centre of pressure forward to give

a manoeuvre point of -10%C.
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1 .2. Integrated FL ight ControL System

The system architecture shown in Figure 2 was evolved to meet the 
4
"LLowiIng

specification requirements.

0 ~~OveraLl system L os s probability (incLuding f ir st stage actuation) s h a ILbe no0

greater than 107 per hour.

0 Any two electrical fAi lures in the system shall be survived.
* T he eLectrohydrau Li c f ir st stage actuation w ou Ld have on Ly t wu independent

hydraulic suppLies with no interconnection between them.

* The sysZclr. shInall sj r v ive a hydrauLIL y em I d,L u fe toLlowed by an electrical

system failure o an electrical. fa ilure followed by a hydraulic failure.

* T he s y stemfr s haL L r e Ly of) maj ority vot Ing of the redundant elements f or fail~ure

survival rather than self-monitor inc within each redundant eliment.

* Similar redundanIt digital impLementation shall be adopted witlioojt any reLiance on

any back-up f'. ight controls l e.g. mechanical or anALogue Links).
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Figure 2 System Architecture

These reaui' e-ents ted to the incorporation of the duo-t ripLex actuat ion system,

deveLoped by Dowrty Boulton Paul, to drive the rudder, two taileron and two spoiler

control Surfaces. The five Powerea Flying Contro Lni ts (PFCU) ar e essentIalLy sImilar,
with variations in vatve ports, jack strokes and diameters. Each PFCU, schematically y
shown in Figure 3, contains six flapper nozzle servc valves which Convert electrical

inputs from the FL ight Control Computers (FCC) and Actuator Drive and Monitor Computers
(ADMI) into hydraulic signals which are then used to drive a pair of first sta-e

spooi/contro valves. Each servo valve is connected to two pdrs of opposing pistons
inside one of these first stage actuators. The pistons act on flanges mounted or tn c

actuator spools, two pairs bei rg use ro to prevent assym ,nietric loa 1i ng. both flanges are
therefore driven by six pairs of opposing pistons, two pairs from each of three sero
valves. A rechaical Link between the two actuators ensures that the spools aro thus

the flanges move in unison, so that all six servo valve Outputs are effectively sum.ea
together. In this way failures in at least two Lanes car, be absorbed w ithin the

actuators, the four good lanes overriding the failed Lanes.

A separate hydraulic supply feeds each trio of servo valves associated with the first

stage actuators andi is also routed trrougn the first stage actuator to the corresponoin y

jack of the conventional tandetr power control unit. Thus failure of either hydclr aul ic
supply can be tolerated by the PFCUs in addition to at least one eLectricaL failure that

affects the computing d r iving the sId e of the actuatOr unaffected by the hyoradl Ic
fault.

This actuat ,u n architecture requires 6 indepcn ,,ent drive sigra',s to each a:tuatOr, but

the remaining integrity objectives do not necessitate Lne cost and complexity of a full

six Lane system.. The Ft ight Control System (FCS) is therefore essentially a quad ruDlex
dig ltal s :'stem with special facilities to provide the additional inDepenDent Drives to
the actuators. ALl mechanical rods downstream of the tri f and feel units have been

remove,-, thus there is no mechanical oi iaOependent back up reversion. A

Quadruplex Posit ia r Sensors (QFS) are used to sense pilot control ceman s i n teCrrr of

s t )ck, pedal and t r im inputs and quadruplex rate gyros sense aircraft pitch, roll ano
L yaw rates. Four identical dIg ital FCC are used to process these 5ignaLs together with

those from other sensors. The result i n onisari` s1gn lss are used to cuotroL the

actuators. To convert the quadrupte x signals from tf FCCS into the sextuplex si;nals
required by the actuators, the FCCs are supptemented by two ADMC.

i-
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Figure 4 shows the schematic of an ADMC whicih receives optically couPl(-d signals Iromx
s 1.L lour FCC, converts them to anaLogue and votes them to provide a consoLidated,
essentially independent output.
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Figure 4 Actuator Drive and Monitor Cnmputer Schematic

iThe Jaguar F W system configuration is iLLustrAted in Figure 2 wnich presents a

isimplified schematic. of the primary control pa t h. In adOj-tion to the quadruplex primary
i n ip tt sensors, Se ns o rs o f L ower, redundancy are used t 0r t ho se functions whi1c h may beLS•necessary f or optimum handling q ua Li ties but which are not necessary f or s a fe ILi g ht.'

•: •These arFe dynamic pressure, s ta ti c pressure, incidence and sidesLip which a re a LL
Striplex se-nsors; and Lateral acceleration, fLap position and airbralke position which areS•duPLex sensors. Triplex dynamic and static pressures are provided by three p it ot s ta ti c

i robtes ( t he st andlard nose tboom and two s id e mounted probes). T r ip Lex incidence and
siciesti p signaLs are provided by four Airstream D irection Detector probes (ADD) mounted

Saround t he nose of the aircraft.

•_The FCS5 a Ls o u ses5 a number of quadruplex ar.d dlupl ex discrete inputs f or s wIt ch ing9
f• fr.nct ions5. A s impli f ieda overall system configurat ion i s iLL u st ra t ed i n F ig ur e 5 . Cr os s

SLane data transmission is achieved via dedicated, opt ically coupled serial data tlinks :s
shown in Figure 6. Voting and faiLure re)a tion Logic in eachn computer faxIf SeS th e

S ys te m - a Lure a dsorption capabil it y and ensures the the s y st em is able to surv iv e t woSSequent i a L aiLuires of all prir mary input and feedback sensors. The system is desi gned to
raln synchronousty, but hads been operated assynchronous.y fo0r Considierable period$Swithout observabLe eg a ti n of performance. A more dietailed description uf the system
architec ture and the system LRUs can be found in reference 1.

li':Tý.e s y s e' iC : .c Lu zes com'prehensi ve built-lln-Test ( 8 1) f eadt ur es w h I h were s pe c 1t Ieo t o

p r uv id e a n a ccu ra t e, odeci s iv e, and repeatadoLe method of measuring equipment functiona[
f character is t ic s. I n p a r tIc u Lar t he 81T i s u se u to c lear, the systemr in t he a iFLrra f t prior
'= o eac h fLight t hu s i ts integrit y and fa u Lt de tt!eLt ion ability have to b e wop ti l •I h

t' !he overa ill i ntegrity o f t he sy s t e rr T he f a c 1L It, Y dceve oped has met t he o b jec t ives anrdSprev i ce S an inval.-albte aid to F CS Co0mm is s io n ing q n t he a ir cr af t and re c Lea r an ce oaft me
F CS f o LIowi ng L ine ReplaceabLe Un it (LRL) ) Changes. A pi Lo0t s C0nrt r vL aiia Switch Pane I

Sshown• i n F igur e 8, p)rovidoes system st atws I nd)C a t Ion to0 t he piL o t . Status signdl t 5 t or•
t the F Lig9h t C onit ro L Compkuters a re co n soL i da t ed t o i Liurri na te a STATUS a mb)er wa r ning

f: fir st f ai Lu r e) o r red warning (similar second f a1tu r e . The pilot may attempt a rese t
Swhen an a-mber warning is given, by pressing the 5TATuS cotton. If the dletected di spar it Y

I s no Ilonger present t he s ys t em w i L reot 1!rrnl t 0 tULL operation status and the warning I Sextinguishe . A red warning innhibits the status reset fac i ty. Separate sta t us

i nd i cat o rs a re provided ÷'r t he secondary sensors . The Qa ne L a Lso ca r r ies t he a V. opi Lotengage b tto s, t hc B IT Initiate button, a faciLity t0 seLect different c1ctro L aw
gains, and Dower sw it cne s to I scla t e t he suppli 1es5 t o t te computer s t o enable p re- f Li9h t• checck of thie power SkuPlD Y consol idation. within these urnits.

The FC S Equipment has beer. developedl to pr ;duct ion standards, as shown in Figures 7, 8,9 and I1G dnc qualificatv ond tests have been compLSema.
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1. FLI(GHl RESIDENT SOFTWARE

2.1. Introduction

C't.h the system specification requirements, and cost/timesCate Lonsidtsraticns dictated

the use of common high integrity soft-ware in at L Lanes of the FCS. There is, therefore

the Possibility cf introducing design limitations via the software that couLo result in

a 5olMomon mode malfunction of the 5ystet and a subsequent sad ety trit Ic.al Loss ot

control. To contain this problem software structures and design procedures have been

evoLved over several digitaL FCS programmes. Thesv max imise the v'sibiLity of the

software to faciLitate thorough test and funct fonal audit during the design phase. These

are suppterenteo by cLear requirements cpef nitions. oetailec documentation, and rigorouS

proauction and ccrtigurat on control orocedureSs.

?.2. Flight Software Orgarisat ion

The real time cotntrol is achieved Ly a hardware Master Reset tIre whi c? ralls a non

interruptabLe Executi ve. The Executive then calls the F'afes (processing tIme slices
containing related' fjrnc t ona'1 modluleS) in a de f inecd sequence t o pr o v ide t he r e Luji r ed
iteration rates for the various computing paths. Each Frame typically contains control -

laws, with related signaI selection, and logir mo luLt furctionis, and onsists Of a set of

p'ogram R odies es 3 ich jtf , - i a I, nc t ,n .trat is eai ctj 1(y e I , -. •,, mL ' , er.e ted, tI -teP an rI

aud1ted. a ne worst case run time oI a Fra de is contro led ,i1t the design stage to ensure

that the comput ing task is .ompleted betor- the Ma tef R tset oQ curs. Should an) tault

Occ.r that causEs the Frame runr time to exceed the Me Stef Resc:t t .e interval, this is

dtette d anrd flaeo i a ow.p uter fiult.

The structure t) tht; it 14rt r se i eri oro;_nra, r I S 1,ow'" st e at ti jLt Iy I- F ',ure 11. 1

CONTROL FLOW - EXECUTIVE & FRAMES
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Figure 11 Flight Resident Program Structure
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2,3. Flight Software Developmen" Process

"the key documents controlling the software design are the Software Requirements Document
(SRD) and the Software Structure Document (SSD), prepared in conjun'.tion w'th BAe from
thei basic software specification, controL law definition and interface documents.

1he SRD uses Zr gl ish language and program statements to define the design
impLementatioo. These stdtcments are formed to eliminate definition ambigulty ano form
the basis of definitive software design specifications which are testable to prove the
accuracy ot the definition.

The SSD defines the ruinirg orde' of the modules within the program segments. Ihe
structure is desIgned to ensure that chronological f low of data from input, through
p'ocessi .ý, to output is i n strict sequence.

An important aspect of the Initial software design process is the definition,
optimisation and validation of the frequently used algorithms, particularly I those
associated with system integrity such as signal consolidation and monitoring. 1Ay v
developed 6 different voter monitor algorithms to cover the range of analogue and
doscrete s igrals at varizus redundancy levels , together witn many other f iter and
Schedule rout ines.

The codes of practise used in designing and testing the Flight Resident Software FRS are
aefined in the Programmers Manual ana the Testers Manual. These also define the
p-ocedures and aocumerntat i on requirements for configuration a nd dual Ity assurance
cnnt rol

The tar -et proce ssc r structure, Inpot /Icut;ut requirements, ano the task orientated
irstruction set, are also rigoroasLy defined.

The n ,e al L ol .- 'a e deve~cpment process is shown diagrafrmat icaLty In Figure 1Z. The
,f r t eqt , r'ent s documents are interpreted to produce software mod u ie Design

o e( iic dt o, :, whrc" i -cLude def1nit1on Of the module implenentation in the Torm of
FORTRAN s ts •Ments. These h!-h level Language Statements are then cocca irt c the macro
at -t ler 'ta -Ic en:s used b, the FCC processor, Supported by FORTRAN comment statements

to improve code visibility. A library of well proven macros has been established which

SOFT WARE •
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ANALYSIS SPKC S•YSTE
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F igure 12 Software Develcopment Process
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covers some 70% of the uata management and control Law software requirements. A
corresponding Design Report is produced listing the assembled cone for the module
together with details including run time, storage requirements, oesign programmer,
module ident, progress card reference, and relevant design calculations. A Module Test
Specification is written by another programmer who has neither designed nor coded the
relevant module. This procedure mininises the possibility of carrying a module design
Sr error through to the test specification. The module code is then tested on a host
computer using the specified test harness, 'nd the results are recoroed in a Module Test
Report.

The module documentation is auditeo by senior programmers to ensure that the code
accurately represents the es ign requirements and that all design riles such as single
entry, single exit, all decision logic in the forward direction etc. have been observed.
The audit also ensures that the test rules have been followed including all paths
through the module have been exercised and that sufficient intelligent testing has been
defined to check overflow/saturation conditions for the module. The test results are
correlated with the test specification requirements to ensure alL tests are complete and
accurate, and the documentation is checked for completeness.

when all the modules are completed the code is assembled Into the frames anm then the
fulL Flight Resident Software (FR5) with similar testing, reporting and audit at each
stage. inn to end tests are carried out on the fully assemblen programme using the host
computer before generation of the PROM device code for transferring the FRS to the
target computers. At this stage the Quality Assurance department complete their audit of
the software preparation process, check the PROM device code review the design and
configuration documentation, ano if all is satisfactory release the software for formal
Sissue.

The development and testing of high ;ntegrity FRS for Flight Control Systems has been
carried o ut on several host computers using I in house' developed software tools
progressively enhanced, and proven by dpl icate assemblies on successive host computers.
The result is a suite of welL proven support programmes. These programmes include the
macro expander, assemoler, SimuLator, PROM code generator and test result annotator.
Each includes routines to check valid usage of instructions, storage, work space, run
time etc. Any deviation from the rules in these areas inhibits the generation of the
final code ann the PROM device code.

The SRD, SSD, design and test document!, Progra-imers ano Testers GuIdes, the generated
code and the host computer software are under strict configuration control from the
iit ial issue. Changes can only L e r, !roducýe by fUrmit Ch.drge Requests wnicn are
autnorised by the Chiet Programmer and the Project Manager. Build Standards icentify the
documentation issues and Change Requests applicable to each issue of txe software.

The production of the software is controlleo using Progress cards which are identical to
Sthose used for controlling manufacture of hardware. These cards create a historical
record of all stages of the software aevelopment, arid the identiLies of the programmers
completing each task. ALL relevant Change Requests are recorded on the card which can be
used to trace the development of the module through all design, test and analysis
phases.

StriCt adherence to the above techniques generates highly visible FRS, fully audited,
welL tested and inherently of the required integrity.

3. INTEGRITY APPRAISAL

The complexity, novelty and specifien requirements for the IFCS necessitated a major
work programme to appraise the resultant integrity. Tne technique employed analysed the
system integrity assuming perfect implementation, and subsequently audited the
implementation to assess the effects of possible faults and design defects.

The integrity of the IFCS is primarily determined by the system architecture. Therefore
the elements of maximum concern are the points where the redundant lanes are
consolidated or otherwise connected, together with the potential for common mode safety
critical design defects in the hardware, firmware or software.

The appraisal was carried out using both 'bottom up' and 'top down' analyses, and since
some of the issues involved could not lead to useable quantitative estinrates of rIse,
qualitative assessments were also necessary.

The main elements and inter.ictions of the appraisaL/audit methodology are shown in
Figure 13 ann included:-

I) lU0% coverage singLe fault FlaLur- Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA).
i ) Mutt iple fault FMEA for specific combinations.
Ii Flight resident software audit.
iv) Appraisal of special areas.
v) Configuration inspection.
vi) Q.jalification programme.
vii) Burn-in programme.
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Figure 13 Integrity Appraisal

These primary elements were supported by

a) ModuLe, chassis and LRU FMEA.
b) Microprogram appraisals.
c) Voter/monitor appraisaLs.
d) Tolerance analyses.
e) BITE coverage analyses.
f) System architecture analyses.
g) Reliability analyses.

During the course of the appraisal detailed technicai evaluations of various features
and funct ions of the IFCS were T.ade. The requirements for these evaluations were
generated mainLy from the FMEA activity, and by BAe as a result of their test

activities. These evaluations were reported as a series of Technical Appraisals appended
to the overall irtegrity report, and their resw lIs incorporated into troe risk
assessment.

The integrity appraisal was conducted by a team with specialist knowledge of the
equipment design, but to ensure rigour in the appraisal they reported to an independent
authority consisting of senior engineers from MAv and BAe.

An essential part of the system clearance depended on the extensive emulator, rig and
aircraft testing carried out at BAe, Warton. During these exercises, any unexpected
observation that could not immediately be explained by the personnel involved in the
test resulted in the raising of a formal query. A written response to every query,
approved by both BAe and MAv, was a mandatory requirement for final Q.A. clearance of
the aircraft for flight.

A fully detailed description of the system integrity appraisal can be found in Reference
2.

4. FLIGHT TESTING

Following extensive rig and aircraft ground trials, including a considerable amount of
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) ar, ower supply transient testing, the first flight
took place on 20th October 1981. Ft I testing of the fixea gain control laws was
completed in 13 flights, compared with .ne 14-22 flights budgetted. The aircraft pruveu
easy and straightforward to fly with excellent FCS reliatility. The flying rate of the
aircraft was never limited by any problems within the FCS but solely by the large
amounts of data to be analysed between each flight.

During this 4 month period only one FCS LRU was exchanged due to a defect. The LRU
change was prompted, during routine servicing, by BIT detection of a spurious cross lane
data transmission maLfunction. No in-flight computing malfunctions occurred throughout
these trials. A single infLight FCS failure warning occurred just prior to Landing on
Flight 13, caused by a delay in the quadruplex switch on the undercarriage selector.

Th is swi t ch is a standard Jaguar part, and the possible delay between operat ion of t he
two pairs of switch contacts could exceed the time specified in the interface documents.

The FCS detected this delay on a slow undercarriage selection and correctly diagnosed a
virtually simultaneous similar double failure resulting in an FCS RED warning to the
pilot. However the redundancy manageoent logic successfully dealt with this situation
and provided the correct mode selection to the control laws and an otherwise uneventful
landing was achieved. After this particular flight, the in-flight BIT failure

identification table (FIT) was interrogated via the system Diagnostic and Display Unit
( DDU) and irrmediately identified the cause of the warning. Recurrence of the problem was
prevented by a software change to increase the acceptable time delay between the
operation of the switch contacts. Pilot confidence in the serviceability of the system



pprior to each flight was enhanced by the thoroughness of the SIT function which is a
pre-requisite for system engagement. For this demonstrator aircraft, the BIT requires
pilot interaction which could be automated to a large extent in a production aircraft
environment. However, even this BIT could be completmd in about three minutes.

For further details of ground and initial flight testing of the IFES see reference 3.

5. SOFTWARE REVISION AND FURTHER SYSTEM TESTING

5.1. Scheduled Control Laws for Stable Aircraft

Immediately following certification o0 the initial issue of FRS, a revision was
commenced to incorporate scheduled gait, contro( laws, to enhance the SIT function ano to
rectify problems encountered ouring the early trials which had not necessitated

immediate correction. This proved to be a very extensive modification exercise resulting
in charges to some 751 ot the 400 modules comprising the FRS. However the timescale and
c ost of preparing the new issue was "ery much less than for the initial issue, and by
building on the system integrity appraisal techniques established for the previous
system standard, the certification was achieved with less than 20% of the effort
required previously. The major changes in system performance required were achieved with
only the single hardware modification which changed the contents of the programme store
0evi c es .

Recognising the problems of cost, tirescata and integrity, associated with software
nodifications, it was agreed at this stage to be cost effective for additional software
segregation to be introduced to the FRS. The 21K words of software required were
partitioned acrors 26K words of store. This was organised not only to provioe software
segregation at mooule and segment level, ut also to contain oifferent sections of
software within separate programme store devices. The objective was to enable future
software changes to be contained to a r-inimun numoer of software modules and programme
store devices. Thus bit for bit comparison of successive FRS assemu.ULies would easily
identify the change areas and enable subsequent verification and validation to oe more
localiseo than could be justified If the new assembly changed all of the programme store
instruction Locations.

5.2. Lightning Testing

Lightning protection measures were designed and built into the FCS and it's aircraft
interfaces, and extensive EhC susccp:it; iLity, bucLI current injection and transient
test ing carried Cut before the first flight. However, the ef fPcts of a Lightning strike
on an aircraft are unpredictable due to the complex interactive effects of the
structure, equipment Layout and cable runs. Thus for tee early flight trials tne
aircraft was prohibited from flying in areas where lightning activity was likely.
Subsequently a series of simulatcd whole aircraft Zightning tests were carried out to
evaluate the effectiveness nf the design to protect the FCS from large electromagnetic
pulses and thence to obtain a relaxation of the flight restrictions.

In zonjunction with the Lightning Studies Unit from Culham (UKAEA) and RAE Farnocrough,
Sthe tests were carried out by BAe Warton. The simuLated lightning pulses were produced
by discharging a high voltage, high di/dt generator into the aircraft at the base of the
piIot probe. Conductors forming a frame around the aircraft were connected to various

parts of the aircraft structure, e.g. tail cone or fin tip, to form the returt, path for
the high current puLses and create the required eLectric field around the airframe.
Extensive monitorig was employed wi t He reasuired resul s being trans$mit ed to the
screened recording room via fibre optic oat' Links. Further oetai Ls of these tests can
be found in references 4 and 5.

Test puLses up to 80KV and lOOKA were discharged into the aircraft configur e into an
effectively 'flight-ready' condition, with electrical and hydraulic systems powered and
the FCS operating. These pulses represent moderate to severe lightning strikes yet there
was no measurable or observable corruption or interference of the FCS function. This

has generated cons uderabte confidence in the oatign techniques used to provide lightning
protect ion for the FCS on the Jaguar ai rzraft, but extrapolation of the results is
necessary to prove the case for resc inding the flight restrictions. MAy are eXtending
these tests by subjecting representative interface circuits to transient voltages
defined by Cutham as a resuLt of the measurements taken during the whole aircraft
lightning tesI;. These transients are essentially single pulses but with controLled
rise, decay a i damping chararterist ics to accurately simulate the extrapoLated effects

of an extreme lightning strike.

The Jaguar Fly-By-Wire Demonstrator subsequently became the first aircraft to fly after
being subjected to whole aircraft simulated lightning tests.

5.3. Flight Test of Scheduled Control Laws

The rig and early aircraft ground trials of the scheduled control taws detected snseral
peculiarities and faults. Intermittent data transmission errors were detected during

BIT, and an nit ially Inexplicable incorrect FCS status was occasionally seen at the end
of the pre-flight BIT. Several in-flight secondary sensor failures were also recorded.

S=-"Y f:l' 'ii-i • --i---f-I -- •1r
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The majority of these problems were easily identified and diagnosed by use of the BIT

and interrogation of the Failure Identification Tables. These were corrected by
attention to screening and changes of secondary sensors. However, after several early

observations the problem which caused the incorrect post BIT status of the FCS became so
infrequent that efforts to capture the history of events leading up to it were
unsuccessful. Resolution of the problem prior to commencing the flight testing therefore
became dependent on theore.ical analysis of the software to predict the possible

causes. The structured form of the FRS, and the achieved visibility of the code, enabled
the investigation team to estabLish that there was only one possible way for this
situation to develop. Subsequent review of the recorded facts on the incidents, and
controlled tests, demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that this anaLysis was correct.

The situation was caused by occasionally adopting an incorrect procedure that could only
be initiated when particular test equipment was connected to the system, and therefore

could not occur in flight.

The objective of this phase of flight testing was to assess the aircraft handling with

scheduled control Laws, check training and spin recovery modes and complete the flutter

envelope expansion witn a modified standard of tailplane actuator. Testing of the

aircraft continued with stores to reduce the manoeuvre margin in preparation for

subsequent relaxed stability and unstable flight trials. At the time of writing this s
paper these trials were approaching a successful conclusion.

5.4. ScheduLed Control Laws for Unstable Aircraft

Further revIsIon of the software waS required to incorporate the control laws to
optimise aircraft performance in the unstable configuration created by addition of

ballast and fuel management techniques. This revision required much less change than the

previous revision, therefore overall comparison of the tasks cannot be used to assess

the benefits obtainable from the introduction of segregation. However at the individual
change level, clear benefits have been observeo. This is particularly the case for Late

changes or corrections which could be isolated to a single programme store device

change.

Significant reduction in FR5 modification time, PROM code generation and hardware

reprogramming has been achieved. Combined with increased confidence in the fidelity of

the unchanged parts of the programme, these have dramatically reDuced the time to
introduce and prove Late changes immediately prior to the formal validetion and
verification process. As yet the programme has not reached a stage where formal i

recertification of the system after a small FRS revision has been attempted. It is not,

therefore, possible to state the benefits that segregation provides for this a'tiv ity
but it is predicted that these could be very significant.

SFlight trials of the unstable aircraft controL laws are scheduled to commence in June
1983, with aircraft centre of gravity being progressively moved aft to introduce

negative static stability.

Further minor changes to the control Laws are now being defined to optimise the system
for flying the aircraft with the leading edge strakes fitted. These trials should take
place later in 1983.

6. EXPERIENCE OBTAINED IN DIGITAL FCS DEVELOPMENT AND

CERTIFICATION

The principal aim of the Jaguar Demonstrator aircraft programme has been to establish

the feasibility of high integrity digitaL fly-b -wire systems for future production
.4 aircraft, and hence reduce the development timescales and rIsk for such programmes. In

fulfilling this aira, comprehensive development, validation and certification activitie

have been completed to a depth that has confirmed the major problems and identified j

practical if not optimum solutions.

The novelty of the system is essentially the use of digital computing therefore the

principLe experience gained has been associated with software design and certification
for very high integrity applications. This is summarised in the following paragraphs.

6.1. Software Requirements Definition

Analys is of the 1300 Change Requests raised during t he e ar Ly phases of FRS development
shows nearly half were required because of changes to the specification or

Misinterpretation of the requirements documents. Significant cost and time savinys can

therefore be achieved by ensuring an accurate and unambiguous definition of requirements

early in the programme. Since some changes of definition are inevitable, particularly

f for a toally new aircraft programme, structuring and segregation of the software to
minimise the rework necessitated by the more probable areas of change also improves the
efficiency of producing the FRS.

6.2. Software Segregation and Visibility

Visibility of the FRS structure and code is a pre-requisite to subsequent modification

potential, analysis of problems fouiid during system testing and subsequent integrity

audit of the software. The production of structured, modular software with stringent
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procedural, documentation and configuration control can be tedious and is expensive, but

no other technique has yet been established which can enable adequate integrity of the
resulting software to be determined.

- 6.3. Programme Store and Run Time Contingency

MIinimising programme store and run time constraints reduces the problems 4f producing

the first issue of a real time software programme. Even greater benefits are found when

codotfications are subsequently required. Therefore to keep total development costs to an

acceptable level, and also maintain visibility of the final software, consideraole
attention must be given to hardware capability and software design and structure. Cost

effective contingency allowances must be mode available within the segregated programme

store and the segmer ted software run time structure to allow future modification without

the knock on effects of restructuring hardware and/or software or total re-allocation of

the programme within the Store devices.

6.4. Integrity AuGit

The Jaguar Fly-By-Wire programme has developed integrity audit techniques and procedures
which have enabled the aircraft to be cleared for flight without having to compromise

any of the original requirements. The success of this aspect of the programme has been

dependent on many factors including:-

0 Independent auditors

0 Structuring the integrity analysis to assume perfect implementation, then

assessing the probability of defects in th? identified critical implementation
feat ures.

* Correlation of results from both 'top down' and 'bottom up' analyses

C Constructive use of emulat ion and control flow anaLysis techniques

D Dedicating Senior engineering resources to complete a thorough integrity
appraisal.

6.5. Development TooLs

The task of developing and validating high integrity digital systems can only be

achieved in pract ical timescales if adequate tooLs are made available. Powerful,
efficient ann we LL proven software tools are necessary to contain the task of software
production, testing and configuration control. Sophisticated rig facilities are

essential to enable thorough testing of the full system executing representative flight

Stasks in real time. Retiable haidware, with depenoaoLe BIT, supported by comprehensive

data acquisition and processing facilities enoble extensive testing to be carried out in

realistic timescales. The hardware and software teihniques developed by MAy,

complemented oy the DAe developed rigs, emulation and data acquisition systems, have

identified and assembled a powerful capability for developing future systems.

7. DEVELOPMENTS FOR THE FUTURE

PLans are now being considered for extending the role of the Jaguar Demonstrator

aircraft beyond the strakes flight test programme. kiowever any resultant programme is

* likely to use the aircraft to investigate control techniques rather thain concentrate on

FCS development. In general, therefore, further software development is expected to be

Scost constrained to minimum changes within the existing definition, structure and

production techniques.

Extensions, adaptations and enhancements of these techniques are therefore being

associated with new programmes such as P110/ACA. Building upon the experience

established prior to, and during, the Jaguar programme, the following software

specification, crganisation and coding concepts are now being evaluated.

7.1. Software Requirements Definition

The software requirements definition can introduce problems in three ways - errorss

. omissions and a.biguities. Improving the methods of definition can do nothing to prevent

errors resulting from incorrect assessment of the aircraft characteristics or the

control task, but it should be possible to reduce the remaining sources of problems.

Most of these are introduced at the boundaries between data bases. Transfer of

information from the control law designer, to the requirements documentation, thence to

the detail software control specification and eventually the code and test processes,
all potentially introduce translation errors, misinterpretations and omissions.

Consideration has, therefore, been given to techniques which improve the visibility of

these translation processes and provide scope for more automated correlation between the

i n it ia L reujui rement s and t he f in al code, Writ ing it he i n it ial requirements document in
machine executable statements enables the definition to be exercised against the

a aircraft model, and subsequently the performance of the final code can be checked

against the same model. Correlat ion ot the reautts should then rapidly detect any errors

Sthat have been introduced. Adoption of a more 'top down' approach to produring software

requirements documents should minimise omissions within the definition and should also

provide a more ordered and perhaps more efficient structurp.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*-............~
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7.2. Segregation

Extension of the software partitioning already practised can provide further benefits,
particularly where the FRS deveLopment is to be carried out by more than one
organisation e.g. task sharing between avionics supplier and airframe company. As a next
step, segregation of the software into two or three essentially autonomous sections is *1
proposed. These would cover for example Executive and Data 1/O (type A), Data
consolidation and system monitoring (type B) and Control Law tasks (type C). Each would
be allocated segments of the programme store and frame run time, with communication via
nominated locations within the scratchpad. All work space locations wuuld be read/write 7
protected to minimise illegal data transfer in the event of hardware faults or software
design errors. With this structure the software can be developed by separate teams with
reduced short term interaction. Since the type A, and to a slightly lesser extent the
type B, software will change very Little for a given system, the control law changes can
be contained within the type C software (perhaps 30% of the programme) with very high
confidence that tht integrity of the remainder of the programme has not been
compromised.

7.3. Task Orientated Prcgramme Language

The standard macro library used for the Jaguar FBW software is being extended to cover
the majority of the tasks required by the control law designer. By using macro names and
parameters which are familiar to the control law designer, incorporating scaling
functions, and providing data fetch and store facilities a task orientated FlLight
Control Language (FLICOL) has been cre.cted. Figure 14 shows an example of a control law
path written in this language demonstrating the visibility that can be achieved.

Kr =0 2

KXI.=O 6

KODOay:-0 05

GET r

GAIN (Kr)

FlO WASHOUT(3 33)

SCALE (5 0)

PUT HOLD1I1Flo SCALING

GET XI GAIN

GAIN (KXI) 50 +1 33s

SUM (HOLD 1)

PUT HOlD 2 F12 F13

GET oy rJ--2

GAIN (KODOy) I- 1 jJ E Y
F11 WASHOUT ( 20 0)

SCALE (2-0) Fil SCALING

SUM (HOLD 2) ray 2 2

F12 LAG1 (0 U)

F13 SCHED1 (150 0, 400 0,1 0,0 1,650 0,V)

PUT ZETA

Figure 14 Example of Flight Control Language (FLICOL) Statements

The support tools for this language are based on those presently developed and well
proven, providing a relatively simple translation to the selected instruction set of the
target processor. These tools can include engineering calculations to relieve the
programmer of tasks associated with defining filters, voter monitors, rate Limits etc.
which are functions of iteration rates.

FLICOL can also be developed as a systems simulation language. This could Lead to a
situation where the control laws developed on the simulator can be directly translated
to the programme for the target processor without the rieed for source code changes and
thus reduces the possibility of introducing errors or misinterpretations.

7.4. High Order Languages

The macro assembler Language is considered a highly visible, efficient and safe approach
to producing high integrity software, particularly for special purpose processors with
instruction sets optimised for flight control applications.
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The use of general purpose microprocessors, high order languages and compilers for high
integrity applications has caused concern because of the Lack of visibiLity of the

device structure, microprogram and compiler 'opt imisat ion' routines. With the
development of task orientated microprocessors such as those implementing MIL-STD-1750A,

and corresponding Languages with more formal verification such as JOVIAL and perhaps ADA
these limitations are being minimised. Future use of these, in applications where

standardisation of hardware and software production methods are very significant, is

being pursued.
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